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A Text of the Systems of Taoist Alchemy is yet to be decided. The uses of the main energy in the system also tend to be more passive and not as mobile or explosive as Chi Kung. Nei Kung is said to have originated in India. It is most definitely spiritual rather than physical. Techniques are also described as mean, where Chi Kung is presented more as a physical practical way to develop stamina and increase movement. The Mo Pai system, also known as the Nei Kung system, is a popular Chinese martial arts system that gives students extensive training to reach their potential as a martial artist and internal master. The techniques of the Mo Pai system require immense physical and mental endurance,
which are developed through years of training. These techniques allow the student to learn to control the body, enter a state of concentration, and learn how to apply energy, or force, to control physical situations. Source: Wikipedia This information on the history of Mo Pai is an extract from "The Magus of Java." This book contains many exercises taken from traditional Chinese philosophies and wisdom, including Yin-Yang, Chen-Po, and the Nei Kung System. Van Gelder also includes sections on the history of Mo Pai and techniques of this powerful system of physical exercises and meditation for each of the four levels of training. A Text of the Systems of Taoist Alchemy is yet to be decided. The uses of

the main energy in the system also tend to be more passive and not as mobile or explosive as Chi Kung. Nei Kung is said to have originated in India. It is most definitely spiritual rather than physical.
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I try to learn from the best and the OP is his teacher. Ask any qigong master they will tell you that it is not the qigong that makes the student it is the teacher. OP doesnt do any of the other things kosta claims are necessary to learn mo pai. He simply focuses on the training and develops his level of training without trying to make any more
progress, nor is he over- confident about what he has learned. I have a friend who has practiced and dedicated hundreds of hours to learning mo pai who doesnt even do any of what kosta claims is necessary to learn and he has told me he can do it all with his mo pai and many other styles and is even happy being a mediocre qigong

teacher. I have watched the teacher (kosta) do all the things he claims are necessary but without even the slightest success in getting his qi to stay in his hands or circulate as he says its supposed to in the first two levels. The earlobe still get blocked over and over again. He is very reluctant to actually explain what he is doing and what he
claims to be doing. They teach you how to use your ears as a monitor to give feedback to yourself if your hearing is good or bad. And that the better hearing will make your earlobe grow. The teacher will touch his earlobe to show how it is growing but this does not happen after just a few weeks of sitting with mo pai. There is no noticeable
change, but if you watch him closely, you will see his earlobe grow slightly. This is not happening in mo pai. However, from a lower level 1 (believe it or not) to a higher level one, that just doesn’t work. I’ll tell you from experience, from a level 1 all the way to high level, you are supposed to have a crown chi and a baleful. A crown chi is a
crown chi from the beginning all the way up until level 10, and then you get to the point where it starts to shift. The crown chis are just a whole different level of power. Because if the crown chis they do in my system are anything like the one I did in JCs, well, I’ve used my right wrist but you feel nothing, and you only feel your muscles

about to start cramping up and then they cramp up and you are all but dead, and thats if you’re lucky. I learned from a guy, 2nd dan, and he told me that you cant use a crown chi because I couldn’t feel it yet, and I fought tooth and nail to use it and kept telling him that I could use my crown chi. Well, you can use a crown chi if you can use
a baleful, but I couldnt and I was told that to use a crown chi, you have to have one. I had a baleful and you can use it, but I never saw it, and then I hit a target and had a good reaction, and I though, what the heck, I was over here around the room watching my little peepers and he came up to me and said that i could use my crown chi, I

was shocked. In level 10 you have to start using crown chis. So that is one problem. I had my crown chi in level 10 and from there all the way up to level 14, I never got one. Then I went back to level one, and I started using a baleful and I could feel one. Then I moved on up to level 15 and I still couldnt feel one, and that’s when the hell
really hit the fan. I decided to tell him that I felt that I had to move on. He told me that I was missing the essentials, and that I should train with him more, that he was the grealtee master, and I should join his academy. I thought this was a joke, and I told him I was going to do what I wanted. I told him I wanted the lotus, and he told me not

to do that. 5ec8ef588b
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